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SIZES

USA    XXXS           XXS        XXS/XS          XS               S                M               L               XL            XXL          XXXL

GERMANY  116/122         128           140             152            164              M                L               XL            XXL          XXXL

UK   Chest    24/26        26/28        28/30         30/32         34/36         38/40         42/44        46/48        50/52        54/56

        Waist    22/24        24/26          26             26/28         28/30         30/32         34/36        36/38        38/40        42/44

TEXTILE - SIZES

Chest                60-62           64              66           68-76           84         96-100         104           108            112            114

Waist                66-68           70              72           74-82           90         98-102         106           110            114            116

BODY MEASUREMENTS IN CM

Size                   4        4½        5         5½        6         6½        7        7½        8         8½         9        9½      10       10½      11

                 15      15.5      16      16.5     17.5      18        19       20.5      22       23        24        26        27      27.5      28.5

GLOVES

Hand
Measurement (cm)

Please measure the circumference of the hand (without thumb) beneath the ankles with a tape measure.

Glossary OVERVIEW ON OUR TECHNOLOGIES

Anti-bacterial power mesh sock

ARTIFICIAL GROUND
Especially for artificial grass

Approved! Our entire line of shinguards meet or
exceed the CE standards for certified safety

HANDBETT: Ergonomically premoulded latex-layer inside
for finger stability, anti-slip function and additional cushioning. 
Needle punch areas for breathability and best wearing comfort.

FINGER SURROUND: Innovative combination of inseam cut 
and rollfinger palm is wrapped around the finger and connected 
to the backhand with an inseam. This creates a tight & ergonomic 
fit for reduced movement inside the glove and for safer handling. 
The extended, rolled sidewalls around the fingers complete with 
inseam create the largest possible gripping area for outstanding 
ball control. The preshaped fit grants close & direct ball contact 
for best handling performance.

STARTER GRAPHIT

SOFT GRAPHIT

SUPER GRAPHIT

List of abbreviations

SUPPORTFRAME

X-CHANGE

Lite

Rollfinger

Comp

Moulded

Halfnegative

Classic cut

Tight classic cut

Tight fitting cut

Wide classic cut

SF

X

L

R

C

M

HN

High Air Retention (HAR)

Advanced Chamber System (ACS)

Standard Chamber System (SCS)

TRI-CONCEPT-Technology

PT 32-Technology

Hardground / Artificial Hardground

Indoor

Rain

Sun

Snow

Floodlight

SUPPORTFRAME SUPPORTFRAME-elements allow personal adjustments  
for individual fit

BIONIKFRAME PLUS with artificial tendons beside the fingerelements for
optimised stabilization of goalkeepers fingers

BIONIKFRAME with artificial tendons beside the fingerelements for optimised
stabilization of goalkeepers fingers

AQUASOFT Patented and exclusive from uhlsport. 40% higher gripping under  
wet weather conditions. Utilises new aqua-additives

ABSOLUTGRIP PLUS Patented and exclusive from uhlsport. Optimum gripping  
properties under all conditions. Tuned to the demands of professional goalkeepers

ABSOLUTGRIP Patented and exclusive from uhlsport. Optimum gripping  
properties under all conditions. Tuned to the demands of professional goalkeepers

SOFTFOAMS
SOFT uhlsport SOFT foam with advanced gripping properties. High level of comfort

StarterSOFT Durable SOFT foam with good gripping properties

SuperSOFT

SuperSOFT+ Excellent gripping characteristics. Unique, micro-porous
foam construction

WINDbreaker

GRAPHIT FOAMS
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Absolutgrip

Soft

Supergrip

INNENHAND
palm
paume
palma

sun/soleil/sol

rain/pluie/lluvia

snow/neige/nieve

hard court/
superfi cie dura

artifi cial grass/
gazon artifi ciel/
césped sintético

GRIP 
grip/agarre

ABRIEB
abrasion/abrasión

DÄMPFUNG
absorption/amortis-
sement/amortiguación

SONNE

REGEN

SCHNEE

HARTPLATZ

KUNSTRASEN

P 39 38 069.6-26Patent

overview
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PROTECTORS
Protectors | Shinguard Fastener

TorwartTECH Elbow Protector

Goalkeeper ELBOW-PROTECTOR with innovative snake-
shape cushioning elements for the best protection, 
flexibility and fit 
- ergonomic shape provides a better wearing comfort 
- abrasion resistent surface material 
- elastic compression sock for a better fit and fixation
  
Art.  100 6964 

Colour  01 black
Sizes S, M, L, XL 

TorwartTECH Knee Protector

Goalkeeper KNEE-PROTECTOR with innovative snake-
shape cushioning elements for the best protection, 
flexibility and fit 
- ergonomic shape provides a better wearing comfort 
- abrasion resistent surface material 
- elastic compression sock for a better fit and fixation
  
Art.  100 6965 

Colour  01 black
Sizes S, M, L, XL 

GOALKEEPER EQUIPMENT BAG
Goalkeeper Equipment Bag with handlegrip
- volume for one pair of gloves, a towel and a water bottle
- two-way zip closure
- mesh pocket on the inside
  
Art.  100 4234 

Colours  06 white/blue/black 

Sizes no size 

Fabric 100% PES      

Aquasoft
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Foam-Technology

Patented.  
Our ABSOLUTGRIP+ 
with improve shock absorption.
Our patented foam reigns supreme in 
dry weather but won’t leave you in the 
lurch when conditions get damper.

High-grip performance.
SUPERGRIP.
New foam technology plus 
high-grip‘ elements.    
Advantages: the foam has an ultra strong 
grip with optimum durability.

THE SUPERSOFT+.
The Classic with the uhlsport formula.
Even better.

The future for wet conditions looks
blue – uhlsport‘s patented Aquasoft
foam with a special color theme.
All new uhlsport Aquasoft gloves come 
in a unique and eye-catching color theme:
aquasoft blue!
The well proven uhlsport foam for wet 
weather conditions builds with the new 
blue colorway an outstanding range of 
Aquasoftgloves. A statement and clear 
differentiation on shelf and on field.

More choices for grass field? 
Our three SOFT foams,
which differ in one respect: again, it’s about 
the balance between grip and abrasion 
resistance. The thicker a foam is the better 
its gripping power but the lower its abrasion 
resistance. The more compact a foam is the 
more durable it is. Only you can determine 
the balance that’s right for you. Try them on. 
Decide. SUPERSOFT, SOFT or 
STARTER SOFT.

SHINGUARDS

CARBON FLEX
ultra lite and flexible shinguard with the new  
uhlsport CARBON FLEX technology.
- special plate construction for improved flexibility
- materialmix of PP and carbon for low weight and  
 a high level of protection
- embedded high shock absorption foam
- textile lamination inside for best wearing comfort
- seperate high elastic compression sock with  
 additional TPU prints for advanced blood pres- 
 sure and circulation
- anti-bacterial AEGIS treatment
      

Art.  100 6770 

Colours  03 black/blue
Sizes  S, M, L 

SOCKSHIELD LITE 2.0
extremely lightweight shinguard with
compression sock.
- new asymmetric shape for optimised fitting
- removable, lightweight protection density foam  
   plates
- sandwich construction with additional  
   reinforcement shield inside
- ventilation and flex lines on the backside
   of the plates
- breathable and lightweight elasticated
   compression sock
- additional “air cell“ elements prodivding an  
   excellent shock absorption
  
Art.  100 6777 

Colour 02 black/fluo red
Sizes XS, S, M, L, XL 
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Cuts 

THE CLASSIC CUT
is the embodiment of traditional values. The palm and back of the glove are
stitched together along the sides of the fingers. The result = a proven design: 
classic, comfortable, not too tight and not too wide.

THE CLASSIC CUT
is the embodiment of traditional values. The palm and back of the glove

THE CLASSIC CUT

NEGATIVE CUT
in the so-called negative cut, the glove is stitched from the left. While the 
seam still runs along the sides of the fingers, in this cut it does not lie on 
the outside of the glove but faces inward. That gives these gloves a tighter 
fit around the fingers.

are
design:

NEGATIVE CUT
in the so-called negative cut, the glove is stitched from the left. While the

still along the sides of the fingers, in this cut it does not lie

design:design:

ROLLFINGER-CUT
The ROLLFINGER CUT has indeed become a UK originated trend that
many connoisseurs have adopted. In this variation, the latex sheath gets 
rolled around the finger. The effect? Seamless all around grip, thanks to 
all around foam.

seam
the
fit

ROLLFINGER-CUTROLLFINGER-CUT

FINGER SURROUND
Innovative combination of inseam cut and rollfinger palm is wrapped 
around the finger and connected to the backhand with an inseam. This 
creates a tight & ergonomic fit for reduced movement inside the glove
and for safer handling. The extended, rolled sidewalls around the 
fingers complete with inseam create the largest possible gripping area 
for outstanding ball control. The pre-shaped fit grants close & direct 
ball contact for best handling performance.

FINGER SURROUND
Innovative combination of inseam cut and rollfinger palm is wrapped

FINGER SURROUND

SOCCER BALLS

TRI CONCEPT 2.0 PRO 
-  top match ball in new TRI CONCEPT design and  
  patented TC panel construction
-  durable and soft PU with underglass design and 4 layer  
  PES lamination
-  high-air retention (HAR) bladder for best playing  
  characteristics and outstanding air retention
-  new “FIFA QUALITY PRO“ Certification 
  
Art.  100 1596 

Colours  01  white/navy/fluo yellow

Size  5 

fluo

TRI CONCEPT 2.0 KLASSIK COMP
- excellent match and training ball 
 in TRI CONCEPT design
- soft high density 1.4 mm PU with shiny finish
- 5 layer PV-lamination best playing characteristics
-  high-air retention (HAR) bladder for best
 playing characteristics and outstanding air retention
- IMS (INTERNATIONAL MATCHBALL STANDARD)
  
Art.  100 1610 

Colours  01 white/navy/royal
Sizes  4; 5 

MEDUSA ANTEO
Matchball for Futsal made of new PU upper material
- MEDUSA designprint
- low rebound characteristics
- IMS (INTERNATIONAL MATCHBALL STANDARD)
  

Art.  100 1523 

Colours  01 fluo lime/cyan/navy/black
Size  4 

fluo

fluo

MEDUSA NEREO
Futsal ball made of abrasion resistant structured PU 
material with 3D-“Hampton“- effect 
- MEDUSA designprint
- low rebound characteristics
- IMS (INTERNATIONAL MATCHBALL STANDARD)
  

Art.  100 1524 

Colours  02 white/fluo red/silver/black
Size  4 

MEDUSA KETO
Futsal ball made of new abrasion resistant environmental 
friendly kid grain PVC uppermaterial 
- MEDUSA designprint
- low rebound characteristic

- butyle bladder for good air retention 
  

Art.  100 1525 

Colours  01 white/cyan/fluo yellow/black
Size 4 

REFLEX BALL
- special goalkeeper training ball
- for training your reflexes and secure handling
- durable TPU material
  
Art.  100 1612 

Colour  01 fluo red/black/silver

Size  no size 

fluo
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frame-Technology
The light, flexible support you 
can individually reinforce as 
you think best. 
The Bionikframe-XCHANGE. 
Its base = the BIONIKFRAME. Its special 
feature = separate reinforcing bars for 
the selective boosting of stabilization 
for certain fingers. The name XCHANGE 
refers to stabilization elements, which 
can be removed from the glove, and 
individually adjusted. How does it work? 
It‘s simple, the included reinforcing bars 
are put on top of the finger elements of 
your BIONIKFRAME. In this way you can 
individually reinforce the fingers you 
want to stabilize.

The light and flexible support.
The Bionikframe.
Inspired by the best structural engineer
of all time – mother Nature – the new 
Bionikframe is designed to mimic and 
enhance the natural arrangement
and operation of the musculature of the 
human hand. The result; stable,
flexible, lightweight.

For anyone who thinks protection is
not their thing.

The classic. 
The SUPPORTFRAME provides
optimal stabilization even in 
entry-level and children‘s models. 
The fingers have a hinge-like 
construction which offers
the best predection and supports 
the ergonomics of the hand.

BIONIKFRAME+

with THUMBFRAME.
Your thumb occupies a really
special position in your hand. 
It‘s your strongest finger. It excels 
in the disciplines of holding and 
throwing. The special thumb saddle 
joint is what gives its great mobility. 
It goes without saying that you want 
to protect it. Mind you, it‘s a tough 
task to stabilize it without sacrificing 
that mobility. Still, that’s just what 
we’ve done, and now your thumb 
can get the reliable support it needs. 
BIONIKFRAME+ with THUMBFRAME.

goalkeeper
pants with

elastic
foot loops

cord
inside

elastic
waistband

big uhlsport
silicone 
print on
right leg

ergonomically
adapted knee

and hip
paddings

uhlsport
wording 
embroidery
on left leg

cut and sewn
design with

2-tone mesh
inserts

stretchable
rib zone at
the back leg
for best fit

cord inside
elastic
waistband

ANATOMIC
GOALKEEPER-LONGSHORTS
  
Art. 100 5527  

Colour 01 black  

Sizes XXS; XS; S  
  M – XXL  

Material  100% polyester, interlock 

STANDARD
GOALKEEPER PANTS
  
Art. 100 5529  

Colour 01 black  

Sizes XXXS; XXS; XXS/XS; XS; S  
  M – XXL  

Material  100% polyester  

SIDESTEP
GOALKEEPER SHORTS
  
Art. 100 5528  

Colour 01 black  

Sizes XXS; XS  
  S - XXL  

Material 100% polyester, interlock 

cord inside elastic waistband

ergonomically
adapted

hip paddings

uhlsport
wording 
embroidery
on left leg

GOALKEEPER PANTS
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ELIMINATOR
SOFT SF
PALM: 
- patented SOFT latex foam
BACKHAND: 
-embossed latex
CUT: 
- classic cut
- perforated PU gussets
- integrated SUPPORTFRAME elements
GLOVE BODY: 
- soft PU glove body
FASTENING: 
- full EVA strap
- v-notch entry
DESIGN: 
- new and unique ELIMINATOR design
      
Art. 100 0171   

Colour 01 black/orange/white
Sizes 5 - 11 half   

ELIMINATOR
ABSOLUTGRIP BIONIK+

PALM: 
- patented ABSOLUTGRIP foam
BACKHAND: 
- embossed latex with SCHOCKZONE
CUT: 
- classic cut with a thumb wrap 
- latex gussets
GLOVE BODY: 
- textile glove body 
- integrated BIONIK+ FRAME. Additional thumb  
 support element follows the BIONIK approach  
- backhand plate enables advanced energy  
 distribution 
- neoprene bandage
FASTENING: 
- full latex strap with namefield
DESIGN: 
- new and unique ELIMINATOR design
      
Art. 100 0159   

Colour 01 black/red/white
Sizes 7 - 11 half   

ELIMINATOR 
SUPERSOFT BIONIK
PALM: 
- exclusive SUPERSOFTPLUS latex foam
BACKHAND: 
- embossed latex with SCHOCKZONE
CUT: 
- classic cut
- textile gussets
- integrated BIONIK-frame
- wrap at the edge of the hand
GLOVE BODY: 
- textile glove body
- knitted bandage
FASTENING: 
- full latex strap with namefield
DESIGN: 
- new and unique ELIMINATOR design
      
Art. 100 0164   

Colour 01 black/yellow/white
Sizes 7 – 11 half   

SCHOCKZONE

ELIMINATOR
GOALKEEPER SHIRT
- double mesh insert for improved shoulder  
 flexibility
- ergonomic cut for perfect fit
- new anatomic preshaped elbow padding
- elastic arm cuff inserts for easy entry
- v-neck with contrast piping
- removable 3D elbow padding
- contrast elbow stitching lines
- uhlsport wording in silicon print
  
Art. 100 5611 

Colours  02 white/energy blue
Sizes S - XXL 

Fabric  100% polyester 

APPAREL
02 white/energy blue

APPAREL
Goalkeeper TOWER

TOWER  
GOALKEEPER SHIRT with padding

- goalkeeper shirt with long elbow paddings
- u-logo reflective transfer on both sleeves
- smartbreathe CLASSIC reflective transfer
- long elbow paddings with contrast top stitching
- printed uhlsport wording on chest

TOWER 
GOALKEEPER JUNIOR SET
- kids goalkeeper set: goalkeeper shirt with 
 long elbow paddings & long pant
 Shirt:
- two design pipings on shirt
-  elastic rib cuffs on sleeves
- long elbow paddings with contrast top stitching
- printed uhlsport wording on chest
 Long pant:
- elastic waistband including adjustable cords
- padding on knees and hip
- printed uhlsport
  
Art. 100 5613 

Colours  01 power green/white
 02 black/energy blue
 03 orange/black
 04 white/black
Sizes 128 -164 

Fabric  100% polyester 

Art. 100 5612 

Colours  01 power green/white
 02 black/energy blue  
 03 orange/black 
 04 white/black 
Sizes 128 - 164  
 S - XXL   

Fabric  100% polyester 

GOALKEEPER GLOVES
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SCHOCKZONE

3D SCHOCKZONE

ELIMINATOR 
ABSOLUTGRIP RF 
PALM: 
- patented ABSOLUTGRIP foam
BACKHAND: 
- embossed latex with SCHOCKZONE
CUT: 
- rollfinger cut with a thumb wrap
GLOVE BODY: 
- textile glove body
- knitted bandage
FASTENING: 
- full latex strap with namefield
DESIGN: 
- new and unique ELIMINATOR design
       
Art. 100 0162   

Colour 01 black/cyan/white
Sizes 8 – 11 half   

ELIMINATOR
SOFT RF
PALM: 
- SOFT latex foam
BACKHAND: 
- embossed EVA
CUT: 
- rollfinger cut
GLOVE BODY: 
- textile glove body
- knitted bandage
FASTENING: 
- full EVA strap with namefield
DESIGN: 
- new and unique ELIMINATOR design
      
Art. 100 0179   

Colour 01 black/lime green/white
Sizes 5 - 11 half   

ELIMINATOR 
ABSOLUTGRIP
PALM: 
- patented ABSOLUTGRIP foam
BACKHAND: 
- embossed latex with SCHOCKZONE
CUT: 
- classic cut with a thumb wrap
- wrap at the edge of the hand
- textile gussets
GLOVE BODY: 
- textile glove body
- knitted bandage 
FASTENING: 
- full latex strap with namefield
DESIGN: 
- new and unique ELIMINATOR design
      
Art. 100 0163   

Colour 01 black/red/white
Sizes 5 – 7 full   
   7 – 11 half + 12  

ELIMINATOR
ABSOLUTGRIP BIONIK+

ELIMINATOR
SUPERSOFT BIONIK

ELIMINATOR
SOFT SF

ELIMINATOR
ABSOLUTGRIP RF

ELIMINATOR
ABSOLUTGRIP

ELIMINATOR
SOFT RF

ELIMINATOR AUQASOFT HN 
WINDBREAKER

FANGMASCHINE 
ABSOLUTGRIP 

FINGER SURROUND

PRO COMFORT
TEXTILE

ELIMINATOR
SOFT SF+ JUNIOR

ELIMINATOR
SOFT SF JUNIOR

ELIMINATOR SUPERGRIP

ELIMINATOR
SUPERGRIP HN

ELIMINATOR
ABSOLUTGRIP HN

ELIMINATOR
SUPERSOFT

ELIMINATOR
SOFT HN COMP

ELIMINATOR
STARTER SOFT

SUPERGRIP ABSOLUTGRIP SUPERSOFT SOFT AQUASOFT STARTERSOFT

GLOVE CHART
CLASSIC CUT

HALF
NEGATIVE

ROLLFINGER

FINGER
SURROUND

GOALKEEPER GLOVES CONTINUED
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ELIMINATOR
SOFT SF+ JUNIOR
PALM: 
- SOFT latex foam
BACKHAND: 
- embossed latex
CUT: 
- classic cut 
- perforated PU gussets
- patented SUPPORTFRAME+ thumb support
GLOVE BODY: 
- soft PU glove body
FASTENING: 
- full EVA strap 
- v-notch entry 
DESIGN: 
- new and unique ELIMINATOR design
      
Art. 100 0172   

Colour 01 white/red/black
Sizes 4 - 8 half   

ELIMINATOR
SOFT SF JUNIOR
PALM: 
- SOFT latex foam 
BACKHAND: 
- embossed EVA
CUT: 
- classic cut
- PU gussets 
- integrated SUPPORTFRAME elements 
GLOVE BODY: 
- PU glove body
FASTENING: 
- half EVA strap
- v-notch entry 
DESIGN: 
- new and unique ELIMINATOR design  
 for the EURO 2016
      
Art. 100 0177   

Colour 01 white/black/energy blue
Sizes 4 - 8 half   

ELIMINATOR
AUQASOFT HN 
WINDBREAKER
PALM: 
- patented AQUASOFT foam with  
 special aqua additives
BACKHAND: 
- 3D-embossed latex with SCHOCKZONE 
CUT: 
- half negative cut
- textile gussets
GLOVE BODY: 
- textile glove body
- integrated special WINDbreaker membrane  
- knitted bandage
FASTENING: 
- full latex strap with namefield
DESIGN: 
- new and unique ELIMINATOR design
       
Art. 100 0186   

Colour 01 white/pacific blue/fluo green 
Sizes 7 – 11 half   

3D SCHOCKZONE

FANGMASCHINE ABSOLUTGRIP 
FINGER SURROUND
PALM: 
- patented ABSOLUTGRIP PLUS for advanced 
   cushioning and best gripping properties 
BACKHAND: 
- 3D-embossed latex with SCHOCKZONE 
CUT: 
- newly developed FINGER SURROUND -cut for 
   tight fitting and perfect surround grip 
GLOVE BODY: 
- functional textile for outstanding wearing comfort 
FASTENING: 
- wrap around latex strap with full neoprene bandage 
DESIGN: 
- FANGMASCHINE-design with functional 
   upperhand areas 
- unique FINGER SURROUND-cut:  outstanding ball    
   contact thanks to tight fitting characteristics. Perfect   
   surround grip provided by wrapped palm around the   
   fingers combined with inseams. 
- flexible thumb construction with inseams to give     
   excellent grip 
- full neopren bandage for best wrist fixation
  
Art. 100 0122    

Colour 01 white/black/red     

Sizes 7 – 11 half sizes     

Material 72% latex, 12% polyester, 5% nylon,  
   3% PU, 8% rubber    

PRO COMFORT
TEXTILE
PALM:
- uhlsport‘s exclusive SUPERSOFT PLUS foam 
BACKHAND:
- latex 
CUT:
- classic cut with negative outer seams 
GLOVE BODY:
- breathable, soft mesh fabric 
FASTENING:
- wrap-around latex strap and full bandage 
DESIGN:
- FANGMASCHINE-design in a unique 
   black-based colour combination 
- glove with clear focus on comfort and flexibility 
 combined with outstanding grip properties 
- specially developed semi-latex thumb with 
 negative seams 
- inseam construction on index and little fingers
  
Art. 100 0131  

Colour 01  black/white/red  

Sizes 7 – 11 half sizes  

Material 47% latex, 30% polyester, 14% PA, 5% Nylon,  
   4% PU  

GOALKEEPER GLOVES CONTINUEDGOALKEEPER GLOVES CONTINUED
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ELIMINATOR 
SOFT HN COMP
PALM: 
- SOFT latex foam 
BACKHAND: 
- embossed latex
CUT: 
- half-negative cut
GLOVE BODY: 
- textile glove body
- knitted bandage
FASTENING: 
- full EVA strap
DESIGN: 
- new and unique ELIMINATOR design  
 for the EURO 2016
      
Art. 100 0173   

Colour 01 white/black/energy blue
Sizes 5 – 11 half   

ELIMINATOR
SUPERGRIP HN
PALM: 
- innovative uhlsport SUPERGRIP foam with  
 integrated high grip elements 
BACKHAND: 
- 3D-embossed latex 
- SCHOCKZONE with a high rebound zone
CUT: 
- innovative half-negative cut with smallfinger,  
 forefinger and thumb wrap
- latex gussets with needle punches
- wrap at the edge of the hand 360° wrap
GLOVE BODY: 
- neoprene glove body 
- asymmetric, very flexible neoprene bandage  
 with a lycra insert
FASTENING: 
- semi-elastic full latex strap with namefield
- easy entry system 
DESIGN: 
- new and unique ELIMINATOR design  
 for the EURO 2016
       
Art. 100 0157   

Colour 01 white/black/energy blue
Sizes 6,5 -11 half  

3D SCHOCKZONE

ELIMINATOR
STARTER SOFT
PALM: 
- STARTER SOFT latex foam
BACKHAND: 
- embossed EVA
CUT: 
- classic cut
- perforated PU gussets
GLOVE BODY: 
- soft PU glove body
FASTENING: 
- half EVA strap
- v-notch entry
DESIGN: 
- new and unique ELIMINATOR design 
 for the EURO 2016
                                                                                        
Art. 100 0183                                                       

Colour 01 white/black/energy blue
Sizes 2 - 8 half
  9; 10; 11 full       

ELIMINATOR
ABSOLUTGRIP HN
PALM: 
- patented ABSOLUTGRIP foam
BACKHAND: 
- 3D-embossed latex with SCHOCKZONE
CUT: 
- half-negative cut with a thumb wrap 
- latex gussets with needle punches
- wrap at the edge of the hand
GLOVE BODY: 
- textile glove body
- knitted bandage 
FASTENING: 
- full latex strap with namefield
DESIGN: 
- new and unique ELIMINATOR design  
 for the EURO 2016
                                                                                        
Art. 100 0160                                                        

Colour 01 white/black/energy blue
Sizes 5; 6; 7 - 11 half                                                 

3D SCHOCKZONE

ELIMINATOR
SUPERSOFT
PALM: 
- exclusive SUPERSOFT latex foam
BACKHAND: 
- 3D-embossed latex with SCHOCKZONE
CUT: 
- classic cut
- textile gussets
GLOVE BODY: 
- textile glove body
- knitted bandage
FASTENING: 
- full latex strap with namefield
DESIGN: 
- new and unique ELIMINATOR design  
 for the EURO 2016
      
Art. 100 0168   

Colour 01 white/black/energy blue
Sizes 6 - 11 half   

3D SCHOCKZONE

3D SCHOCKZONE

ELIMINATOR SUPERGRIP
PALM: 
- innovative uhlsport SUPERGRIP foam with  
 integrated high grip elements
BACKHAND: 
- material mix of silicon and high frequency  
 latex pieces on the upperhand and the fingers  
- 3D-embossed latex SCHOCKZONE with a high  
 rebound zone inside
CUT: 
- innovative cut with smallfinger, forefinger  
 and thumb wrap
- latex gussets with needle punches
- wrap at the edge of the hand
GLOVE BODY: 
- neoprene glove body  
- asymmetric, very flexible neoprene bandage  
 with a lycra insert
FASTENING: 
- semi-elastic full latex strap with namefield 
- easy entry system
DESIGN: 
- new and unique ELIMINATOR design  
 for the EURO 2016
Art. 100 0154 

Colour 01 white/black/energy blue
Sizes 7 -11 half 

GOALKEEPER GLOVES CONTINUED


